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“Generator”. 
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Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

• Robots that operate in our human-populated, unstructured environments

• Safe, human-centered operation is critical

• Effective command and control mechanisms needed

Domo (MIT/CSAIL)TBH Wheelchair (MIT/CSAIL)

SHARED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

Enables robots that accommodate people

Matthew Walter
[ video: 2010_tbh_mit_wheelchair.mp4 ]
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• Operate in existing dynamic, unstructured facilities

• Usable by existing personnel

• Autonomously manipulate cargo

• Natural, effective command and control

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

OUR PROBLEM: HUMAN-COMMANDABLE 
AUTONOMOUS FORKLIFT

Shared situational awareness
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• Manipulation to/from ground and truck

• Transport to desired location

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

TASK-LEVEL MOBILE MANIPULATION

Autonomous tasks

• Stylus gestures: “Drawing on the world”

• Spoken language interface

Multimodal command interface

[Correa, et al., HRI 2010; 
Teller et al., ICRA 2010; Walter et al., IROS 2010]
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TASK-LEVEL MOBILE MANIPULATION

Autonomous tasks
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Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

EXTENDING SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

• Utilize sensing to extend situational awareness

• Richer interactions via shared world model

• Increased autonomy
- Understand higher-level commands
- Extended-duration tasks

Guided tour of named objects

Matthew Walter
[ video: 2010_06_guided_tour.mp4 ]
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Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

EXTENDING SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

• Utilize sensing to extend situational awareness

• Richer interactions via shared world model

• Increased autonomy
- Understand higher-level commands
- Extended-duration tasks

Retrieve objects simply by name

Matthew Walter
[ video: 2010_06_reacquire_pickup.mp4 ]
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Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

VISION-BASED OBJECT REACQUISITION

• Goal: Recognize specific objects hours/days later
- Reconstitute user gesture (segmentation)

• Challenges
- Outdoors: Varying lighting
- Viewpoint changes over time
- Object relocation
- Coarse localization Original segmentation

Reacquisition with virtual gesture
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Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

VISION-BASED OBJECT REACQUISITION

• Maintain visual descriptions of objects

• Opportunistically capture appearance of each object online
- Maintain multiple-view model
- Set of views capture appearance variations

Tour

Multiple views
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Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

RELATED WORK
• Object category classification [Nister06, Hoiem07, Savaerese07]

- Invariant descriptors and constituent parts
- Recognize object categories rather than instances
- Train offline with many samples

• Multiple-view matching [Lowe01, Gordon06, Collet09]
- Learn model offline from controlled viewpoints

(a) Image (b) Parts/Object (c) Segmentation (d) Image (e) Parts/Object (f) Segmentation

Figure 10. Results of multi-view car detection and segmentation on test images of the challenging Pascal Dataset.

5. Discussion and Future Work

We introduce a method which we believe is the first to
combine multi-viewpoint class recognition with segmenta-
tion. Our 3D LayoutCRF model makes it possible to reason
about object-level properties, such as viewpoint, size and
color, while also reasoning about pixel-level appearance,
part consistency and occlusion. Another important contri-
bution is an instance cost, which improves segmentation ac-
curacy and allows non-contiguous regions to be assigned to
the same object.

Some conceptually simple (but perhaps technically dif-
ficult) extensions include reducing the currently-prohibitive
computational time, modeling a larger number of objects,
and modeling scale dependencies (e.g., as in [3]). Major
challenges include extension to non-rigid or articulated ob-
jects and integration with methods that are more appropriate
for objects without a well-defined shape, such as buildings
or grass.

Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Vladimir
Kolmogorov for insights on the submodularity of the in-
stance cost and for improving the TRW-S inference speed.
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Input Parts Segmentation

Section III, we obtain a metric 3D reconstruction of the
desired object, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Finally, the 3D model
is optimally aligned and scaled to accurately match a realistic
representation of the object (Fig. 3). During the on-line stage
described in Section IV, SIFT features for a new image
are extracted and matched against those of each 3D model.
For each object, Mean Shift clustering is applied to the
SIFT keypoint 2D positions to group points belonging to the
same object instance. On each cluster, RANSAC is combined
with a Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear optimization step to
recognize and register multiple instances of the object of
interest. Finally, results from all clusters are merged together,
removing multiple detections of the same object in different
clusters (see Fig.6).

The novelty of our approach is its ability to perform
accurate 6D pose estimation of many objects in cluttered
scenes, in an on-line fashion. The learned model alignment
provides great accuracy without adding computational cost.
The pose initialization (see Fig. 4) is robust to any trans-
formation within the learned model space, enabling a fully
automated system. Finally, the combination of RANSAC and
Mean Shift clustering allows for efficient search of multiple
instances of the same object with minimal extra overhead.

II. RELATED WORK

Reliable object recognition, pose estimation and tracking
are critical tasks in robotic manipulation [6], [7], [8], [9]
and augmented reality applications [10], [1]. While the
range of techniques proposed for these purposes is vast,
not many of them provide fully automated systems; most
of the approaches developed for these tasks rely on overly
simple initialization steps [11], cumbersome manual pose
initialization procedures [12], or do not consider the issue
at all [9].

In augmented reality research, the focus is obtaining the
camera position and orientation with respect to an object
or scene, and accurately registering the camera movement
from one frame to the next. The well known AR toolkit
[13] provides robust, accurate registration data from an object
without any manual initialization. However, it needs to use
markers for tracking, which makes it unsuitable for tracking
multiple objects independently, and would require placing
markers on each object the robot interacts with. Lepetit et al.
[10] overcome the marker limitation by using CAD models
of the tracked objects/scenes, and precomputing keyframes
from the most informatives views of each scene. Gordon
and Lowe [1] present the algorithm on which this paper
is based, providing a method for accurate camera tracking
using learned models of a scene and SIFT features, but
no quantitative localization/orientation results are shown. In
general, the main difficulty when evaluating our method
against the aforementioned articles is the lack of comparable
results: while augmented reality research focuses on mini-
mizing camera jitter and drift, we wish to obtain accurate
localization and orientation of objects in the real world.

In robotics research, many approaches try to solve a
simplified pose estimation problem, in which the object is

Fig. 2. Learning sparse 3D models. (a-b) Training images for a soda
can and learned 3D model and camera positions. (c-f) Learned models for
soda can (c), rice box (d), juice bottle (e) and notebook (f). Each box (c-f)
contains an image of the object, a projection of its corresponding sparse 3D
model, and its virtual representation in the robot’s workspace.

usually assumed to be lying on a planar surface, hence
restricting the search to a position [x y] plus an angular ori-
entation [14], [15]. A more sophisticated method developed
by Ekvall et al. [7], uses color co-occurrence histograms and
geometric modeling to estimate the 6-DOF pose of objects.
While the authors provide a fully automated system, this
approach has several limitations: the algorithm is very sensi-
tive to color variations; histogram-based methods make the
recognition of several close instances of an object extremely
hard; and geometric models rely on lines and edges for
accurate localization, thus restricting the range of usable
objects. Mittrapiyanuruk et al. [9] use Active Appearance
Models (AAMs) to estimate the 6-DOF pose of objects. The
authors provide similar results to our approach (less than
10mm of localization accuracy), although this method suffers
from the known issues in AAMs, namely their troublesome
initialization step and sensitivity to occlusions. Hinterstoisser
et al.[16] propose the creation of sets of close feature points
with distinctive properties to serve as natural 3D markers
(N3Ms). Unfortunately, the authors only provide pass/fail
experiments in synthetic images. It would be interesting to
compare their performance and accuracy in real data.

III. MODELLING OBJECTS USING NATURAL FEATURES

The first task towards the creation of our automated recog-
nition and registration system is the training stage. While
other approaches require objects with particular geometric
properties (i.e. planar surfaces), need CAD models, or rely
on the use of markers, our system uses natural features
of the object to create a 3D metric model. Reliable local
descriptors are extracted from natural features using SIFT
[4]. SIFT features have proven to be one of the most
distinctive and robust local descriptors across a wide range
of transformations [17]. Matching between SIFT descriptors

!"
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Robot’s forward-facing camera image

User circles object in tablet image

USER INITIATES VISUAL APPEARANCE MODEL

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion
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SIFT features extracted from initial image

USER INITIATES VISUAL APPEARANCE MODEL

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion
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SIFT features extracted from initial image

Initialize model M
to contain single 

view V

USER INITIATES VISUAL APPEARANCE MODEL

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

View 0 (user gesture)
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SIFT features extracted from new image

Extract features and 
match against 

all views

SINGLE-VIEW MATCHING

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

View 0 (user gesture)
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SIFT features extracted from new image

Estimate plane-
projective 

homography for 
view candidate via 

RANSAC

SINGLE-VIEW MATCHING

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

View 0 (user gesture)
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SIFT features extracted from new image

Generate 
segmentation and 

add new view

MODEL AUGMENTATION

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

View 0 (user gesture) View 1
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SIFT features extracted from new image

Repeat as object 
appearance changes

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

View 0 (user gesture) View 1

MODEL AUGMENTATION
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SIFT features extracted from new image

Repeat as object 
appearance changes

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

View 0 (user gesture) View 1 View 2

MODEL AUGMENTATION
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MULTIPLE-VIEW REASONING
• Multiple views form object’s appearance model

- Capture aspect and scale variability
- Improve robustness to pose and lighting variation

View 0 (user gesture)

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion
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MULTIPLE-VIEW REASONING
• Multiple views form object’s appearance model

- Capture aspect and scale variability
- Improve robustness to pose and lighting variation

View 0 (user gesture) View 1 View 2 View 3 View 4 View 5

View 0 (user gesture) View 1 View 2 View 3 View 4 View 5

Model 1

Model 2

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion
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MULTIPLE-VIEW REASONING

• Reasoning component resolves ambiguity
- Score different hypotheses
- Identify one detection per model

View 0 (user gesture) View 1 View 2 View 3 View 4 View 5

Model 1

Hypothesis 2:
Homography + 

confidence

Hypothesis 1:
Homography + 

confidence

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

Confidence ∝ # feature matches and
# RANSAC inliers
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SINGLE-VIEW VS. MULTIPLE-VIEW

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion
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• Environment: Active, outdoor, gravel lot

• User gestured four objects of nine objects

• Objects transported 50m away

• Reacquisition of objects upon returning to the scene
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• Environment: Active, outdoor, gravel lot

• User gestured four objects of nine objects

• Objects transported 50m away

• Reacquisition of objects upon returning to the scene
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SINGLE-VIEW VS. MULTIPLE-VIEW
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Abstract

This paper describes an algorithm enabling a human

supervisor to convey task-level information to a robot by

using stylus gestures to circle one or more objects within

the field of view of a robot-mounted camera. These ges-

tures serve to segment the (initially unknown) objects from

the environment. Our method’s main novelty lies in its use

of appearance-based object “reacquisition” to reconstitute

the supervisory gestures (and corresponding segmentation

hints), even for robot viewpoints spatially and/or temporally

distant from the viewpoint underlying the original gesture.

Reacquisition is particularly challenging within relatively

dynamic and unstructured environments.

The technical challenge is to realize a reacquisition ca-

pability robust enough to appearance variation to be use-

ful in practice. Whenever the supervisor indicates an ob-

ject, our system builds a feature-based appearance model

of the object. When the object is detected from subsequent

viewpoints, the system automatically and opportunistically

incorporates additional observations, revising the appear-

ance model and reconstituting the rough contours of the

original circling gesture around that object. Our aim is

to exploit reacquisition in order to both decrease the user

burden of task specification and increase the effective au-

tonomy of the robot.

We demonstrate and analyze the approach on a robotic

forklift designed to approach, manipulate, transport and

place palletized cargo within an outdoor warehouse. We

show that the method enables gesture reuse over long

timescales and robot excursions (tens of minutes and hun-

dreds of meters).

1. Introduction

This paper presents a vision-based approach to task-
oriented object recognition that enables a mobile robot to
perform long-time-horizon tasks under the high-level di-
rection of a human supervisor. The ability to understand
and execute long task sequences (e.g., in which individual
tasks may include moving an object around in an environ-
ment) offers the potential of more natural interaction mech-
anisms, as well as a reduced burden for the human. How-
ever, achieving this ability and, in particular, the level of
recall necessary to reacquire objects after extended periods
of time and viewpoint changes, are challenging for robots
that operate with imprecise knowledge of location within
dynamic, uncertain environments.

Poor absolute localization precludes reliance upon the
ability to build and maintain a global map of the objects of
interest. Instead, our “reacquisition” strategy relies solely
upon images taken from cameras onboard the robot. In this
paper, we describe an algorithm that automatically learns
a visual appearance model for each user-indicated object
in the environment, enabling object recognition from a use-
fully wide range of viewpoints. The user indicates an object
by circling it in an image acquired from a camera mounted
to the robot. The circling gesture provides a manual seg-
mentation of the object. The system combines image-space
features in a so-called view to build a model of the object’s
appearance that it later employs for recognition. As the
robot moves about the environment and the object’s appear-
ance changes (e.g., due to variations in scale and viewing di-
rection), the algorithm opportunistically and automatically
incorporates novel object views into its appearance mod-
els. We show that, by augmenting object appearance models
with new views, the system significantly improves recogni-
tion rates over long time intervals and spatial excursions.

We demonstrate our reacquisition strategy on a robotic
forklift that operates within outdoor, semi-structured en-
vironments. The vehicle autonomously manipulates and
transports cargo under the direction of a human supervi-
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This paper describes an algorithm enabling a human

supervisor to convey task-level information to a robot by

using stylus gestures to circle one or more objects within

the field of view of a robot-mounted camera. These ges-

tures serve to segment the (initially unknown) objects from

the environment. Our method’s main novelty lies in its use

of appearance-based object “reacquisition” to reconstitute

the supervisory gestures (and corresponding segmentation

hints), even for robot viewpoints spatially and/or temporally

distant from the viewpoint underlying the original gesture.

Reacquisition is particularly challenging within relatively

dynamic and unstructured environments.

The technical challenge is to realize a reacquisition ca-

pability robust enough to appearance variation to be use-

ful in practice. Whenever the supervisor indicates an ob-

ject, our system builds a feature-based appearance model

of the object. When the object is detected from subsequent

viewpoints, the system automatically and opportunistically

incorporates additional observations, revising the appear-

ance model and reconstituting the rough contours of the

original circling gesture around that object. Our aim is

to exploit reacquisition in order to both decrease the user

burden of task specification and increase the effective au-

tonomy of the robot.

We demonstrate and analyze the approach on a robotic

forklift designed to approach, manipulate, transport and

place palletized cargo within an outdoor warehouse. We

show that the method enables gesture reuse over long

timescales and robot excursions (tens of minutes and hun-

dreds of meters).

1. Introduction

This paper presents a vision-based approach to task-
oriented object recognition that enables a mobile robot to
perform long-time-horizon tasks under the high-level di-
rection of a human supervisor. The ability to understand
and execute long task sequences (e.g., in which individual
tasks may include moving an object around in an environ-
ment) offers the potential of more natural interaction mech-
anisms, as well as a reduced burden for the human. How-
ever, achieving this ability and, in particular, the level of
recall necessary to reacquire objects after extended periods
of time and viewpoint changes, are challenging for robots
that operate with imprecise knowledge of location within
dynamic, uncertain environments.

Poor absolute localization precludes reliance upon the
ability to build and maintain a global map of the objects of
interest. Instead, our “reacquisition” strategy relies solely
upon images taken from cameras onboard the robot. In this
paper, we describe an algorithm that automatically learns
a visual appearance model for each user-indicated object
in the environment, enabling object recognition from a use-
fully wide range of viewpoints. The user indicates an object
by circling it in an image acquired from a camera mounted
to the robot. The circling gesture provides a manual seg-
mentation of the object. The system combines image-space
features in a so-called view to build a model of the object’s
appearance that it later employs for recognition. As the
robot moves about the environment and the object’s appear-
ance changes (e.g., due to variations in scale and viewing di-
rection), the algorithm opportunistically and automatically
incorporates novel object views into its appearance mod-
els. We show that, by augmenting object appearance models
with new views, the system significantly improves recogni-
tion rates over long time intervals and spatial excursions.

We demonstrate our reacquisition strategy on a robotic
forklift that operates within outdoor, semi-structured en-
vironments. The vehicle autonomously manipulates and
transports cargo under the direction of a human supervi-
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VARYING VIEWING CONDITIONS

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

• Guided-tour, reacquisition hours/days later

• Active outdoor military warehouse

• Training and detection with different cameras

• Evaluate performance under different conditions
- Lighting
- Viewpoint
- Context
- Ambiguity
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Abstract

This paper describes an algorithm enabling a human

supervisor to convey task-level information to a robot by

using stylus gestures to circle one or more objects within

the field of view of a robot-mounted camera. These ges-

tures serve to segment the (initially unknown) objects from

the environment. Our method’s main novelty lies in its use

of appearance-based object “reacquisition” to reconstitute

the supervisory gestures (and corresponding segmentation

hints), even for robot viewpoints spatially and/or temporally

distant from the viewpoint underlying the original gesture.

Reacquisition is particularly challenging within relatively

dynamic and unstructured environments.

The technical challenge is to realize a reacquisition ca-

pability robust enough to appearance variation to be use-

ful in practice. Whenever the supervisor indicates an ob-

ject, our system builds a feature-based appearance model

of the object. When the object is detected from subsequent

viewpoints, the system automatically and opportunistically

incorporates additional observations, revising the appear-

ance model and reconstituting the rough contours of the

original circling gesture around that object. Our aim is

to exploit reacquisition in order to both decrease the user

burden of task specification and increase the effective au-

tonomy of the robot.

We demonstrate and analyze the approach on a robotic

forklift designed to approach, manipulate, transport and

place palletized cargo within an outdoor warehouse. We

show that the method enables gesture reuse over long

timescales and robot excursions (tens of minutes and hun-

dreds of meters).

1. Introduction

This paper presents a vision-based approach to task-
oriented object recognition that enables a mobile robot to
perform long-time-horizon tasks under the high-level di-
rection of a human supervisor. The ability to understand
and execute long task sequences (e.g., in which individual
tasks may include moving an object around in an environ-
ment) offers the potential of more natural interaction mech-
anisms, as well as a reduced burden for the human. How-
ever, achieving this ability and, in particular, the level of
recall necessary to reacquire objects after extended periods
of time and viewpoint changes, are challenging for robots
that operate with imprecise knowledge of location within
dynamic, uncertain environments.

Poor absolute localization precludes reliance upon the
ability to build and maintain a global map of the objects of
interest. Instead, our “reacquisition” strategy relies solely
upon images taken from cameras onboard the robot. In this
paper, we describe an algorithm that automatically learns
a visual appearance model for each user-indicated object
in the environment, enabling object recognition from a use-
fully wide range of viewpoints. The user indicates an object
by circling it in an image acquired from a camera mounted
to the robot. The circling gesture provides a manual seg-
mentation of the object. The system combines image-space
features in a so-called view to build a model of the object’s
appearance that it later employs for recognition. As the
robot moves about the environment and the object’s appear-
ance changes (e.g., due to variations in scale and viewing di-
rection), the algorithm opportunistically and automatically
incorporates novel object views into its appearance mod-
els. We show that, by augmenting object appearance models
with new views, the system significantly improves recogni-
tion rates over long time intervals and spatial excursions.

Scenario Train Test Delta T Truth Precision Recall

1 Afternoon Afternoon 5 min 1781 94.23% 54.13%

2 Evening Evening 5 min 167 100.00% 94.61%

3 Morning Evening 14 hours 165 100.00% 93.33%

4 Morning Evening 10 hours 260 100.00% 94.53%

5 Noon Evening 7 hours 377 100.00% 94.55%

Scenario 1

Matthew Walter
[ video: 2010_06_reacquisition.mp4 ]
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Fig. 5 Recall rates as a function of scale change (a) for all objects by scenario, and (b) for each

object in Scenario 1.
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Fig. 6 Recall rates as a function of scale change for an object in different positions and at different

times. The pallet was on the ground during the tour and reacquired 7 hours later both on the ground

and on a truck bed.

Another limitation of our approach lies in the implicit assumption that observed

objects are planar and thus that their frame-to-frame motion is best described by

a plane projective homography. This is certainly untrue for most real objects, and
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Abstract

This paper describes an algorithm enabling a human

supervisor to convey task-level information to a robot by

using stylus gestures to circle one or more objects within

the field of view of a robot-mounted camera. These ges-

tures serve to segment the (initially unknown) objects from

the environment. Our method’s main novelty lies in its use

of appearance-based object “reacquisition” to reconstitute

the supervisory gestures (and corresponding segmentation

hints), even for robot viewpoints spatially and/or temporally

distant from the viewpoint underlying the original gesture.

Reacquisition is particularly challenging within relatively

dynamic and unstructured environments.

The technical challenge is to realize a reacquisition ca-

pability robust enough to appearance variation to be use-

ful in practice. Whenever the supervisor indicates an ob-

ject, our system builds a feature-based appearance model

of the object. When the object is detected from subsequent

viewpoints, the system automatically and opportunistically

incorporates additional observations, revising the appear-

ance model and reconstituting the rough contours of the

original circling gesture around that object. Our aim is

to exploit reacquisition in order to both decrease the user

burden of task specification and increase the effective au-

tonomy of the robot.

We demonstrate and analyze the approach on a robotic

forklift designed to approach, manipulate, transport and

place palletized cargo within an outdoor warehouse. We

show that the method enables gesture reuse over long

timescales and robot excursions (tens of minutes and hun-

dreds of meters).

1. Introduction

This paper presents a vision-based approach to task-
oriented object recognition that enables a mobile robot to
perform long-time-horizon tasks under the high-level di-
rection of a human supervisor. The ability to understand
and execute long task sequences (e.g., in which individual
tasks may include moving an object around in an environ-
ment) offers the potential of more natural interaction mech-
anisms, as well as a reduced burden for the human. How-
ever, achieving this ability and, in particular, the level of
recall necessary to reacquire objects after extended periods
of time and viewpoint changes, are challenging for robots
that operate with imprecise knowledge of location within
dynamic, uncertain environments.

Poor absolute localization precludes reliance upon the
ability to build and maintain a global map of the objects of
interest. Instead, our “reacquisition” strategy relies solely
upon images taken from cameras onboard the robot. In this
paper, we describe an algorithm that automatically learns
a visual appearance model for each user-indicated object
in the environment, enabling object recognition from a use-
fully wide range of viewpoints. The user indicates an object
by circling it in an image acquired from a camera mounted
to the robot. The circling gesture provides a manual seg-
mentation of the object. The system combines image-space
features in a so-called view to build a model of the object’s
appearance that it later employs for recognition. As the
robot moves about the environment and the object’s appear-
ance changes (e.g., due to variations in scale and viewing di-
rection), the algorithm opportunistically and automatically
incorporates novel object views into its appearance mod-
els. We show that, by augmenting object appearance models
with new views, the system significantly improves recogni-
tion rates over long time intervals and spatial excursions.

We demonstrate our reacquisition strategy on a robotic
forklift that operates within outdoor, semi-structured en-
vironments. The vehicle autonomously manipulates and
transports cargo under the direction of a human supervi-
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tasks may include moving an object around in an environ-
ment) offers the potential of more natural interaction mech-
anisms, as well as a reduced burden for the human. How-
ever, achieving this ability and, in particular, the level of
recall necessary to reacquire objects after extended periods
of time and viewpoint changes, are challenging for robots
that operate with imprecise knowledge of location within
dynamic, uncertain environments.

Poor absolute localization precludes reliance upon the
ability to build and maintain a global map of the objects of
interest. Instead, our “reacquisition” strategy relies solely
upon images taken from cameras onboard the robot. In this
paper, we describe an algorithm that automatically learns
a visual appearance model for each user-indicated object
in the environment, enabling object recognition from a use-
fully wide range of viewpoints. The user indicates an object
by circling it in an image acquired from a camera mounted
to the robot. The circling gesture provides a manual seg-
mentation of the object. The system combines image-space
features in a so-called view to build a model of the object’s
appearance that it later employs for recognition. As the
robot moves about the environment and the object’s appear-
ance changes (e.g., due to variations in scale and viewing di-
rection), the algorithm opportunistically and automatically
incorporates novel object views into its appearance mod-
els. We show that, by augmenting object appearance models
with new views, the system significantly improves recogni-
tion rates over long time intervals and spatial excursions.

We demonstrate our reacquisition strategy on a robotic
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Fig. 5 Recall rates as a function of scale change (a) for all objects by scenario, and (b) for each

object in Scenario 1.
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Fig. 6 Recall rates as a function of scale change for an object in different positions and at different

times. The pallet was on the ground during the tour and reacquired 7 hours later both on the ground

and on a truck bed.

Another limitation of our approach lies in the implicit assumption that observed

objects are planar and thus that their frame-to-frame motion is best described by

a plane projective homography. This is certainly untrue for most real objects, and

Performance under object relocation
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FAILURE CASES AND LIMITATIONS
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• SIFT is robust to
- Moderate scaling
- Global brightness change
- In-plane rotation

• Matching degrades under
- Parallax
- Lens distortion
- Specular reflection
- Saturation (fewer features) Tour

Tour

Tour

Tour

Tour
Severe blur, 
shadow

Significant aspect

Severe blur, 
lighting

Saturation Saturation Saturation, aspect

Few features, 
aspect

Limited by reliability of 
low-level feature extraction
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• Assumption that all interest points lie in 
a common plane
- Homography estimation is approx.
- Sensitive to parallax
- In-plane rotation

• Limited computational scalability:    
Views are treated independently

Tour

Tour

Tour

Tour

Tour
Severe blur, 
shadow

Significant aspect

Severe blur, 
lighting

Saturation Saturation Saturation, aspect

Few features, 
aspect

Limitations of appearance-
based matching

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

FAILURE CASES AND LIMITATIONS
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• Shared feature vocabulary across views & models

• Structure-from-motion model estimation
- Finite number of views addresses scalability
- Full 3D model improves robustness to parallax

• Utilize LIDAR data
- Automatic segmentation
- Augment model with LIDAR-based descriptor

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

CURRENT & FUTURE WORK

Improvements to vision-based reacquisition
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• Sharing models among multiple robots

• Generalize to object category recognition

• Grounding natural spatial language to provide richer dialogue

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

CURRENT & FUTURE WORK

Endowing greater situational awareness
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• Vision-based object matching method
- Online, appearance-based object reacquisition
- Automatically and opportunistically maintains multiple views to increase robustness

• Shared situational awareness yields richer interaction (guided-tour)

• Analyzed performance of real-world conditions

Situational Awareness System-level Concept Reacquisition Method Experiments and Results Conclusion

CONCLUSIONS
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QUESTIONS?

mwalter@csail.mit.edu

http://people.csail.mit.edu/mwalter

mailto:mwalter@mit.edu
Matthew Walter
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